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COMODULE Profile
Empowering the light electric vehicle (LEV) revolution with smart technology has
been the goal of COMODULE since “day one”. In its sixth year, the ISO
certified tech company has strengthened its position as global leader for
bicycle and scooter internet of things (IoT) solutions by enabling shared mobility
networks in 60 cities worldwide and an own production facility for telematics in Tallinn, Estonia. COMODULE IoT technology is designed for the needs of manufacturers
and fleet operators of light electric vehicles.

Forbes magazine “ 30 under 30” award.
Friedrichshafen / Tallinn, September 2019. Founded in 2014, the team of 3 original
founders has grown to more than 50 employees mainly located in the headquarter
- Tallinn, Estonia. The team is divided into two departments designing, engineering,
producing and operating connectivity solutions for vehicle manufacturer and
micro-mobility fleet managers. CEO and tech-entrepreneur Kristjan Maruste has been
announced by the Forbes Magazine to be one of the “future leaders of the world” (“30
under 30” awards) in 2016.
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COMODULE ecosystem consists of communication units that are connected to the
vehicle, smartphone applications for end-users and online data analytics platforms.
The technology is delivered according to the customer’s branding (white-labelled) to
smoothly fit into its product portfolio. COMODULE Industry Solutions promises
additional value for all parties of the distribution chain, COMODULE Sharing Mobility
Solutions enables efficient operations and tailored network integrations.

As a consequence of COMODULE internal data protection and data security
guidelines, COMODULE also follows European Generic Data Protection Regulation
(GDPR) since May 2018. COMODULE Master is certified for Europe, Canada, USA,
Mexico, Brazil, Australia and another four main micro-mobility markets world wide.
Despite its short history, COMODULE is a well-established and innovative supplier in
the market. E-Bike component suppliers like ASi, Bafang, BMZ, Brose, Fazua or
maxon BIKEdrive and bike manufacturer like Ampler, Coboc, Gazelle, Kalkhoff,
Movelo or Rotwild rely on COMODULE technology. COMODULE has empowered
launches of 60 micro-mobility city sharing networks worldwide whereas in total more
than 100.000 vehicles are live operated and “connected by COMODULE”.
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COMODULE Connectivity-as-a-Service
As connectivity becomes more and more common for modern mobility applications the
market demands products that are secure and flexible enough to enable new business cases.
COMODULE’s Connectivity-as-a-Service frees manufacturers from the core tech layer of
vehicle (V2X) communication and enables them to design their own business cases around
connected vehicles.

Fast and Secure
COMODULE Connectivity-as-a-Service technology provides vehicle manufacturer fast and
secure wireless communication to the bike via Bluetooth and cellular networks (2G, 3G and
4G). The communication is encrypted and as a consequence of strong data protection
processes it follows European GDPR standards and is ISO 9001 certified. Remote commands
to the vehicle through the cellular typically need 1-3 seconds maximum which is valuable for
most micro-mobility applications.

Integration into different use-cases
COMODULE offers a cloud dashboard, apps and at the same time enables manufacturers and
fleet operators to integrate the connected vehicle technology into their existing network and
applications. Digital interfaces provide full data access and enable manufacturers to design
their own use cases on top.to the vehicle through the cellular typically need 1-3 seconds
maximum which is valuable for most micro-mobility applications.

One-stop Connectivity
COMODULE services include hardware, firmware, vehicle integration and a back-end
architecture that connects smoothly to the front-end applications and dashboards. This
creates a huge value for the vehicle manufacturers as they only need to cooperate with one
partner who has expertise in all the necessary areas of IoT for mobility.

Agile business models
Depending on the use-case, COMODULE provides 2 different business models that follow
either a customer-owned bike or customer-used models..
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Digital Solutions for Fazua Customers
Fazua invests in its digital value offering. In cooperation with connectivity expert
COMODULE, the eBike drive system supplier offers a unique value proposition to bike
manufacturers. Riders of Fazua-equipped eBikes can also expect new digital features
for their eBikes.
Munich / Berlin, September 2019. Digital product features become more and more
important in order to differentiate products from the competition and when it comes
to purchase decisions for eBikes. One year after successfully launching the Fazua App
for iOS and Android, Fazua unveils new digital tools that help in both cases. A new
connectivity ecosystem for bike manufacturers called Fazua OEM Platform, helps to
create your own business digital cases and build lasting user relationships. End users
can look forward to new features of the Fazua App for Android and iOS.
“In our competitive market surrounding, two things are important to gain
relevance: A clear value proposition and an innovative product.”,
Fabian Reuter, Fazua CEO explains.
“We are more than happy that in cooperation with COMODULE, our partner for
connectivity, we can now also offer a unique digital value proposition to all our
customer groups.”
-Fabian Reuter
Fazua CEO.
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The newly released solutions address
both Fazua audiences:
1. Bike Manufacturers
The Fazua OEM Platform consists of a cloud-based dashboard and a custom-branded
app for the manufacturer. A communication channel between the user and the
manufacturer enhances the product and service experience for the rider. A whitelabeled app helps to create a digital experience with the bike and the brand.

2. Bike Riders
Since the launch of the Fazua Rider App at the end of 2018, riders can use GPS to navigate and track their rides. The app dashboard gives an overview of the current vehicle
state. In summer 2019, a power meter for the rider, a range indicator that takes into
consideration the current battery state of charge or topographical route specifications
was added.
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Bike manufacturers can request a free OEM Platform Demo at
info@comodule.com the new Fazua App version will be available in app stores.
Android: https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.comodule.fazua
Apple: https://itunes.apple.com/app/fazua-app/id1439549613?mt=8

About Fazua
The young company from Germany is about to radically change eBiking. With their
evation drive system, Fazua is already equipping numerous sportive eBikes which are
uniquely elegant, lightweight and have an incomparable natural riding feeling.
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Smart components for Brose e-Bike Systems
As official Brose connectivity supplier COMODULE provides smart components for
the digital Brose user experience which help manufacturers to stay in touch with their
bikes and their customers. Besides two different hardware products the scope of the
ecosystem consists of a white-labeled mobile application for the user and a cloud
platform for the bike manufacturer.
Berlin / Tallinn, September 2019. The digital portfolio for Brose provides two product
lines: COMODULE full and lite. Whereas lite connectivity solutions are communicating
to the phone and cloud via Bluetooth of the rider’s phone, full connectivity solutions
offer remote vehicle communication through 2G, 3G or 4G cellular networks.

COMODULE lite for Brose
This product line is designed to enable bike manufacturers a soft entry into
connected bike experience:
•

no recurring costs for data transfer

•

plug and play hardware integration

•

connectivity eco-system with cloud platform and app

Although there is no direct communication channel between bike and cloud, the
manufacturer is able to analyze performance data of the bike for a better service and
product experience through the app usage of the rider which can act as a gateway
for performance data. For lite connectivity manufacturers have two options:
•

COMODULE Access: a small smart box that fits under motor covers and connects
Brose Drive Trains

•

COMODULE License: a proprietary firmware stack that can run on existing
Bluetooth chipsets in the Brose Drive System.
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COMODULE full for Brose
This product line helps manufacturers to autonomously communicate with their
vehicle and to control several electric components on the bike such as locks, alarms
or bikes. It unlocks new business potentials for anti theft solutions or bike sharing by
technical features like:
•

world-wide roaming in 2G, 3G or 4G networks

•

GPS positioning

•

accelerometer and gyroscope or

•

over the air firmware updates.

COMODULE Master can be integrated into
Brose Motor Cover of following motor types:
•

Brose Drive S Alu

•

Brose Drive TF

•

Brose Drive T

•

Brose Drive C
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COMODULE success stories
Berlin / Tallinn, April 2019. Despite its short company history of 5 years many industry partners
rely on COMODULE technology in order digitalise their product portfolio. A few examples of
COMODULE target markets industry solutions and sharing mobility networks are listed in
following.

e-Bike System Manufacturers
BMZ
BMZ is a leading European and global player for battery system solutions. With Connect C
BMZ provides a plug-and-play connectivity solution for all BMZ e-Bike Systems which is based
on COMODULE ecosystem. The given solution enables manufacturer to offer e-bikes including
BMZ smartphone application which controls bike performance and navigation features.

e-Bike Manufacturers
GAZELLE
Gazelle is the largest and most famous bicycle manufacturer in the Netherlands with an over
125 year old history. In 2018 Gazelle has launched its first connected bikes which are equipped
with COMODULE Master module. This enables to detect the bicycle GPS location if stolen
and in cooperation with an insurance company, stolen bicycles will be traced and if found
then owner will get his bike back or it will be replaced with a new one. By now, Gazelle could
retrieve all of the six stolen Gazelle bikes since 2018. Moreover, COMODULE Master supports
various other connected propositions, like performing fleet management and unlocking
consumer relevant internet features.

AMPLER
Ampler offers lightweight & clean-looking electric urban bicycles directly to customers. Since
bicycles are connected, they are able to stay in contact with users via COMODULE Cloud.
COMODULE App drives customer value as it enables users to configure electric assist, run bike
diagnostics and perform software updates to bike’s drivetrain.

ROTWILD
German high-end performance bike manufacturer ROTWILD equips their 2019 and 2020 bike
range with COMODULE technology. Users benefit from a seamless connection to the bike via
app in order to individualize their system performance and or navigate to the next single trail.
www.comodule.com
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Shared Mobility Operators
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